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ABSTRACT 
Quantitative investigations of the crystal gain orientatianS and electrical transport properties of high- 
temperaaae superconducting (HTS) T1Ba-$a;?Cu~O, (T11223) deposits on polycrystallime substrates 
show that current flow comprises percolative networks of strongly-coupled materid. Superconductive 
transport properties on different samples, on the same samples at different widths, and on samples with 
artificially-induced strong flux pinning defects confirm the nature of current flow, and suggest that these 
materials may be usefid as a new class of JTIS conductors. 

1. Introduction V 

Among the IITS material classes having three adjacent copper oxide planes, TlBa2Ca2Cu308, 
(T11223) appears most promising as a candidate for current conductors because of its high transition 
temperature (120 K), ease of formation, and capabilities to operate at temperatures above 40 K in 
substantial magnetic fields due to a relatively reduced electronic anisotropy. Although attempts to 
develop these materials as powder-in-tube tapes have been unsuccessfil so far, initial results obtained 
on short segments ofT11223 conductors, formed as deposits on appropriate substrate materials, have 
been encouraging. For example, it has been demonstrated that thick films can be synthesized by 
nitrate-spray pyrolysis of Ba2Ca2Cu30, precursors on polycrystalline YSZ, followed by Tl-vapor- 
phase reaction in a two-zone finace. These deposits can yield Tl1223 with critical current densities 
that exhibit strong field dependences S i  to those of high-Jc epitaxial thin films, but with an overall 
reduced magnitude. The thick films have c-axis texture, With (001) x-ray rocking curve FWHM of 
less than 2", but show no long-range in-plane texture using large area x-ray difiaction. However, 
microstructural grain-orientation mapping using electron beam backscattering patterns (EBSP) and 
x-ray microdifhction has revealed the presence of local in-plane grain alignment extending over grain 
colonies of dimensions 100 pm to 1 mm2 These observations have suggested that current transport 
occurs through a network of percolative paths across adjacent colony boundaries. These paths select 
the low-angle grain boundaries of the overlapping grain orientation distributions of neighboring 
colonies. 



. 

This type of conduction mechanism should lead to transport properties that are characterized by 
parallel paths of weak-linked and well-coupled material. In substantial magnetic fields, the weak- 
linked component is quenched, and the properties take on field dependencies characteristic of strong 
material occupying an overall reduced volume fraction. In the following we describe some recent 
experiments in support of this view. The results provide motivation for m h e r  development of 
'Ill223 thick deposits for conductor applications. 

2. Experiment and Results 

Briefly, precursors were deposited on polished polycrystalline YSZ substrates by aerosol spray 
pyrolysis of nitrate solutions with cation content Ba+!a2Cu3Ag0.37. Typical thicknesses are 3 pm. 
Tl1223 is formed by reaction of the precursor films with 0xygen/'I120 vapor in a two-zone fiimace, 
with the sample zone maintained at 860°C and the T120, source zone at -740 "C. Reaction times 
are typically -1 h, although the reaction OCCUTS very rapidly, within 20 min. Electrical transport 
measurements were made on short samples, approximately 15 mm long and 8 mm wide. Electrical 
contact to the TI1223 Surcace was provided by sputtered gold pads. For studies of sample dimension 
effects, the samples were photolithographically patterned to 3 mm long bridges of widths down to 
-80 pm. Measurements of the critical m e t  density were conducted in fields to 8 Tesla, and Jc was 
defined at a criterion of 1 pV/cm. 

Figure 1 illustrates the dependence of the transport Jc on magnetic fields oriented parallel to the 
c axis at 77 K. Here data are shown for different T11223NSZ samples, for one sample that has been 
patterned to progressively narrower widths, and for two hlly epitaxial thin films grown on a single 

The film precursor deposition and post-annealing conditions have been described previously. 

crystal W03 substrates? The logarithmic 
scale illustrates the common dependence of 
Jc on magnetic field, i.e. the data in field are 
similar aside fiom a multiplicative factor, 
even among different samples and despite 
large differences in absolute values. This 
observation is consistent with current flow 
Occwring in a well-coupled component that 
occupies a reduced geometrical fraction of 
the sample. By regardin the epitaxial films 

benchmarks, one may infii that only 5-10% 
of the Tl1223NSZ material is active in a 
magnetic field, and for that component the 
Jc(H) characteristics are nearly identical 
among all samples. 

Further confirmation of the strongly- 
coupled, percolative-path picture of current 
flow is provided by the effects of artificially 
induced flux pinning defects. In previous 
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Figure 1. The field dependence ofthe critical current density at 77 
K, for different 'Ill223 samples and for a sample of different 
widths. The epitaxial films, deposited on single crystal LaAlO,, 
are-I pnthickandrepmentsafully-connectedbenchmarks. The 
inset shows the same data, with J, scaled by appropriate 
multiplicative factors. 



work, we found that Tl1223NSZ samples 
irradiated parallel to the c axis with 
energetic heavy ions showed substantial 
increases in Jc and the irreversibility fields4 
In this case, it is reasonable that the effects 
arise fkom the columnar-defect-induced flux 
pinning in the well-coupled component, and 
that this component is responsible for 
virtually all the loss-fiee current flow in 
substantial magnetic fields (we know of no 
mechanism whereby damage will raise the 
tunneling currents through weak-lied 
grain boundaries). 

An as additional test of this current- 
path picture, we investigated the 
dependence of the apparent Jc on lateral 
sample dimensions. This effect arises 
because well-coupled current path options 
over long lengths are statistically restricted 
if sample widths become comparable to or 
s d e r  than the colony size. A quantitative 
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Figure 2. The dependence of the apparent J, on the width of two 
T11223NSZ samples. The solid m e  is a numerical calculation 
based on a limiting path model of current flow across basal plane 
tilt boundaries. The calculation assumes a fullyGoanected Jc=l 
MA/cm2, Consistent with the obsemed values of epitaxial films. 

analysis of this phenomenon has been conducted through both experiment and numerical modeling. 
In the former case, the transport J,(H) of two Tl1223/YSZ samples were measured as the samples 
were patterned to progressively narrower bridge widths, ranging fiom 8 mm to 75 pm. The 
numerical modeling was based on a limiting-current-path analysis applied to the actual colony 
orientation distribution of one of the samples, measured by x-ray microdifhction using a 100 pm 
diameter beam5 Current transfer between adjacent colonies was calculated fiom the observed 
dependence of Jc on grain misorientation as determined in the epitaxial bicrystd film experiments of 
Nabatame, et aZ.' The model describes the effect as essentially a two-dimensional phenomenon, 
where c-axis currents are assumed to be negligible, in contrast to the view of the "brick-wall" model. 
Figure 2 illustrates the ratio of observed Jc to intra-grain Jc for different sample widths, compared 
to the numerical predictions at zero applied field. The measurements show qualitative agreement, but 
fhll somewhat below the numerical predictions. This effect might be explained by the relatively large 
Size of the x-ray beam (comparable to some grain colony dimensions), which may overestimate the 
htra-colony Jc values within smaU colonies having a relatively large distribution of grain orientations. 

In addition to the decline of J, at narrow widths, its overall field dependence and the 
accompanying current-voltage characteristics become . qualitatively different. The latter is 
demonstrated in Fig. 3, where the field dependence at 77 K of electric field E on current density J is 
compared for examples in the two width regimes: w=4 mm > colony size, and M . 2  mm 5 colony 
size. For the case w=4 mm, the E(J) relations are qualitatively similar to those of the epitaxial film 
(negative curvature and power law at low fields, evolving toward the resistive TAFF regime at high 
fields). For the case ~ 0 . 2  mm, at low and moderate fields the curves exhibit a constant linear 
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diflerential resistance as dissipation sets in at currents 
just above the (low) Jc values. At high fields, the 
behavior again follows that of intra-grain dissipation. 
Both these observations are consistent with a picture of 
parallel conductive channels, one being a well-coupled 
component and the other being a grain-boundq limited, 
weak-link channel. The difEerences in the overall E 
character of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are simply determined by s 
the relative M o n  of each component. In Fig. 3@), the % 
dashed line represents a dominant weak component 
having a volume resistivity o f - 8 ~  

3. Summary and Conclusions 

We have shown that the transport properties of 
Tl12223 thick deposits are consistent with the observed 
grain orientations of the as-formed material on smooth, 
poly-crystalline YSZ surfaces (recently, these 
observations has been extended to Tl1223 deposits on 
polycrystalline silver). The growth characteristics, which 
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produces c-axis perpendicular deposits, with large Figure 3. Dependence of electric field on current 
colonies of grains having low-angle in-plane grain density for two sample width regimes. (a) w=4 mm > 
boundaries, are necessary for well-coupled current paths. t ? ~  WlmY S i z e ;  (b) 1 ~ 0 . 2  - 5 WlmY size. 
Studies of the dependence of JJH) and of the voltage- 
current characteristics on lateral sample dimensions uphold a picture of percolative, well-coupled 
current paths through a fiaction of the overall sample volume. Although existing Jc values are not 
high enough to provide practical conductor current levels, large improvements could occur though 
improved processing for enhanced colony formation, and provide motivation for the krther 
development of TI 1223 thick deposits for conductor applications. 
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